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Abstract. The introduction of an eﬃcient determinisation technique
for Büchi automata by Safra has been a milestone in automata theory.
To name only a few applications, eﬃcient determinisation techniques
for ω-word automata are the basis for several manipulations of ω-tree
automata (most prominently the nondeterminisation of alternating tree
automata) as well as for satisﬁability checking and model synthesis for
branching- and alternating-time logics. This paper proposes a determinisation technique that is simpler than the constructions of Safra,
Piterman, and Muller and Schupp, because it separates the principle
acceptance mechanism from the concrete acceptance condition. The principle mechanism intuitively uses a Rabin condition on the transitions; we
show how to obtain an equivalent Rabin transition automaton with approximately (1.65 n)n states from a nondeterministic Büchi automaton
with n states. Having established this mechanism, it is simple to develop
translations to automata with standard acceptance conditions. We can
construct standard Rabin automata whose state-space is bilinear in the
size of the input alphabet and the state-space of the Rabin transition automaton, or, for large input alphabets, contains approximately (2.66 n)n
states, respectively. We also provide a ﬂexible translation to parity automata with O(n!2 ) states and 2n priorities based on a later introduction
record, and hence connect the transformation of the acceptance condition
to other record based transformations known from the literature.

1

Introduction

Automata over inﬁnite words have been introduced by Büchi in his proof that
the monadic second-order logic of one successor (S1S) is decidable [1]. Büchi automata are an adaptation of ﬁnite automata to languages over inﬁnite sequences.
They diﬀer from ﬁnite automata only with respect to their acceptance condition: While ﬁnite runs of ﬁnite automata are accepting if a ﬁnal state is visited
at the end of the run, an inﬁnite run of a Büchi automaton is accepting if a
ﬁnal state is visited inﬁnitely many times. Unfortunately, this close relationship
between ﬁnite and Büchi automata does not imply that automata manipulations
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for Büchi automata are equally simple as those for ﬁnite automata [2]. In particular, Büchi automata are not closed under determinisation: While a simple subset
construction suﬃces to eﬃciently determinise ﬁnite automata [2], deterministic
Büchi automata are strictly less expressive1 than nondeterministic Büchi automata. Determinisation therefore requires automata with more involved acceptance mechanisms [3,4,5], such as automata with Muller’s subset condition [6,7]
or Rabin’s [3,4] accepting pair condition. Also, an nΩ(n) lower bound for the determinisation of Büchi automata has been established [8] even if we allow for Muller objectives, which implies that a simple subset construction cannot suﬃce.
The development of determinisation techniques for Büchi automata was inspired by the problem of synthesising reactive systems [9,10], a problem originally
introduced by Church [9] in 1962: Given a relation R ⊆ (2I )ω × (2O )ω represented by a Büchi automaton (or an S1S or LTL formula), we want to ﬁnd a
function p : (2I )ω → (2O )ω such that (π, p(π)) ∈ R satisﬁes the relation for
all inﬁnite sequences π ∈ (2I )ω . Church’s problem was solved independently by
Rabin [11], and Büchi and Landweber [12,13] in 1969. Since their seminal works,
the relation [14] between ﬁnite automata over inﬁnite structures [11] and ﬁnite
games of inﬁnite duration [12,13] became apparent.
Determinisation is a key ingredient in these proofs. Rabin’s extension of the
correspondence between automata and monadic logic to the case of trees [11], for
example, builds on McNaughton’s determinisation theorem [7], and Muller and
Schupp’s [4] eﬃcient nondeterminisation technique for alternating tree automata
is closely linked to the determinisation of nondeterministic word automata. Indeed, the standard technique to nondeterminise an alternating automaton A with
a memoryless acceptance conditions (such as a parity or Rabin automata [15]) is
to enrich the input tree with a (guessed) memoryless strategy. Nondeterminising
A can then be reduced to determinise the resulting universal automaton [4,14],
and projecting away the strategy. Improved determinisation techniques thus
have a considerable impact in automata theory and its application to module checking [16], satisﬁability checking [1,11,17,18], and open synthesis [10].
Contribution. This paper contributes a determinisation technique for Büchi
automata that simpliﬁes the constructions of Safra [3] and Piterman [5] by separating the principle data structure of the algorithm — the history trees proposed
in Section 3 — from the acceptance mechanism. It is my believe that this separations eases teaching and understanding the principles, but it also provides
better bounds on the size of the resulting automata.
The central advancement of the proposed method over the previous leading
determinisation techniques [3,4,5] is that we abandon the introduction of explicit
names for the nodes. One positive eﬀect of this decision is that it yields a leaner
and simpler core data structure:
hist (n) of history trees for Büchi

 The number
automata with n states is in o (1.65 n)n . We use this observation to construct a
deterministic Rabin automaton with only hist (n) states whose pairs are deﬁned
1

Deterministic Büchi automata cannot, for example, recognise the simple ω-regular
language that consists of all inﬁnite words that contain only ﬁnitely many a’s.
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on the transitions. As Rabin tree automata have a memoryless accepting run if
they accept a tree [15], this implies a hist (n) bound on the size of a program
that solves Church’s problem as well as an l · hist (n) bound on the size of an
ordinary deterministic Rabin automata on alphabets with l letters.
If we want the size of the Rabin automaton to be independent of the alphabet
size, or if we want to construct a deterministic parity automaton because of the
computational advantages attached to parity objectives, we have to add memory
to the history trees. The required amount of memory depends on the acceptance
mechanism. For Rabin automata, it suﬃces to store the acceptance information
from the last transition,
which only leads to a minor blow-up of the state-space

to o (2.66 n)n states.
For parity automata, we turn to the proved method of keeping a record of the
most recent relevant events in the tradition of later [19] and index appearance
records [4]: We store (an abstraction of) the order in which the nodes of the
current history tree have been introduced in a later introduction record.
The separation of concerns allows us to phrase our procedure as a nondeterministic determinisation technique: While the update rule for history trees is
strict, the update rule for the later introduction record oﬀers some leeway. This
leeway is likely to reduce the size of a deterministic automaton in practice.
Waving this advantage, we still yield a determinisation procedure similar to
Piterman’s [5], but with an improved complexity analysis (O(n!2 ) vs. O(nn n!)).
However, a reviewer has pointed me to unpublished work of Liu and Wang [20],
who independently2 improved Piterman’s complexity analysis to a similar bound.
Organisation of the Paper. In the following section, we recapitulate the different types of automata used in this paper. Section 3 then introduces history
trees, which serve as the main data structure used in the proposed determinisation techniques, transitions between them, and a principle approach to exploit
this data structure in an eﬃcient determinisation technique. Finally, we use this
blueprint of a determinisation technique in Sections 4 and 5 to devise diﬀerent
translations from nondeterministic Büchi tree automata to deterministic Rabin
automata, and one to deterministic parity automata, respectively.

2

Preliminaries — Rabin, Parity and Büchi Automata

Nondeterministic Rabin automata are used to represent ω-regular languages
L ⊆ Σ ω = ω → Σ over a ﬁnite alphabet Σ. A nondeterministic Rabin automaton
A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, {(Ai , Ri ) | i ∈ J}) is a ﬁve tuple, consisting of a ﬁnite alphabet
Σ, a ﬁnite set Q of states with a non-empty subset I ⊆ Q of initial states, a
transition function δ : Q × Σ → 2Q that maps states and input letters to sets of
successor states, and a ﬁnite family {(Ai , Ri ) ∈ 2Q × 2Q | i ∈ J} of Rabin pairs.
2

I was not aware of the unpublished work of Liu and Wang [20] when writing this
paper. While their improvement of Piterman’s analysis was submitted after the
acceptance of this paper, I would like to point out that their work is older.
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Nondeterministic Rabin automata are interpreted over inﬁnite sequences α :
ω → Σ of input letters. An inﬁnite sequence ρ : ω → Q of states of A is called
a run of A on an input word α if the ﬁrstletter ρ(0) ∈ I of ρ is an initial state,
and if, for all i ∈ ω, ρ(i + 1) ∈ δ ρ(i), α(i) is an α(i)-successor state of ρ(i).
A run ρ : ω → Q is accepting if, for some index i ∈ J, some state q ∈ Ai in the
acceptance set Ai of the Rabin pair (Ai , Ri ), but no state q  ∈ Ri from the rejecting set Ri of this Rabin pair appears inﬁnitely often in ρ. (∃i ∈ J. inf (ρ)∩Ai = ∅∧
inf (ρ)∩Ri = ∅ for inf (ρ) = {q ∈ Q | ∀i ∈ ω ∃j > i such that ρ(j) = q}). A word
α : ω → Σ is accepted by A if A has an accepting run on α, and the set L(A) =
{α ∈ Σ ω | α is accepted by A} of words accepted by A is called its language.
convenience we also allow for ﬁnite runs q0 q1 q2 . . . qn with

 For technical
δ qn , α(n) = ∅. Naturally, no ﬁnite run satisﬁes the Rabin condition; ﬁnite runs
are therefore rejecting, and have no inﬂuence on the language of an automaton.
Two particularly simple types of Rabin automata are of special interest: parity
(or Rabin chain) and Büchi automata. We call a Rabin condition a Rabin chain
condition if J is an initial sequence of the natural numbers ω, and if Ri ⊂ Ai
and Ai ⊂ Ri+1 holds for all indices. The Rabin chain condition is nowadays
usually referred to by the term parity condition, because it can be represented
by a priority function pri : Q → ω that maps a state q to 2i + 2 (called the
priority of q) if it appears in Ai but not in Ri , and to 2i + 1 if it appears in
Ri but not in Ai−1 . A run ρ of A then deﬁnes an inﬁnite trace of priorities,
and the parity of the lowest priority occurring inﬁnitely often determines if ρ is
accepting. That is, ρ is accepting if min(inf (pri (ρ))) is even. We denote parity
automata A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, pri), using this priority function. Büchi automata
are even simpler: they are Rabin automata with only one accepting pair (F, ∅)
that has an empty set of rejecting states (or, likewise, parity automata with a
priority function pri whose codomain is {0, 1}. A Büchi automaton is denoted
A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ), and the states in F are called final states.
A Rabin, parity, or Büchi automaton is called deterministic, if it has a single
initial state and its transition function is deterministic. (That is, if |δ(q, σ)| ≤ 1
holds true for all states q ∈ Q and all input letters σ ∈ Σ of the automata A.)

3

Büchi Determinisation

The determinisation technique discussed in this section is a variant of Safra’s [3]
determinisation technique, and the main data structure — the history trees proposed in the ﬁrst subsection — can be viewed as a simpliﬁcation of Safra trees [3].
3.1

History Trees

History trees are an abstraction of the possible initial sequences of runs of a
Büchi automaton A on an input word α. They can be viewed as a simpliﬁcation
and abstraction of Safra trees [3]. The main diﬀerence between Safra trees and
the simpler history trees introduced in this paper is the omission of explicit
names for the nodes.
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Fig. 1. Example History Tree. The labels of the children of every node are disjoint,
and their union is a strict subset of their parent’s label. The label of the root node
contains the reachable states of the Büchi automaton A on the input seen so far.

An ordered tree T ⊆ ω ∗ is a ﬁnite preﬁx and order closed subset of ﬁnite
sequences of natural numbers. That is, if a sequence τ = t0 , t1 , . . . tn ∈ T is in
T , then all sequences s0 , s1 , . . . sm with m ≤ n and, for all i ≤ m, si ≤ ti , are
also in T . For a node τ ∈ T of an ordered tree T , we call the number of children
of τ its degree, denoted by degT (τ ) = |{i ∈ ω | τ · i ∈ T }|.
A history tree (cf. Figure 1) for a given nondeterministic Büchi automaton
A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ) is a labelled tree T, l, where T is an ordered tree, and
l : T → 2Q  {∅} is a labelling function that maps the nodes of T to non-empty
subsets of Q, such that
– the label of each node is a proper superset of the union of the labels of its
children, and
– the labels of diﬀerent children of a node are disjoint.
We call a node τ the host node of a state q, if q ∈ l(τ ) is in the label of τ , but
not in the label of any child of τ .
Our estimation of the number of history trees for a given Büchi automaton
draws from an estimation of Temme [21] (in the representation of Friedgut,
Kupferman, and Vardi [22]) for the number of functions from a set with n elements onto a set with βn elements, where β ∈]0, 1[ is a positive rational number
smaller than 1: For the unique positive real number xthat satisﬁes βx = 1−e−x ,
, the number of these
and for a = − ln x + β ln(ex − 1) − (1 − β) + (1 − β) ln 1−β
β
 β 1−β (a−β)
n
functions is in [(1+o(1))M (β)n] for M (β) = 1−β
e
. This simpliﬁes to
1 x
(e − 1)β(x)
ex

1−β


−x
1
for β(x) = 1−ex and m(x) = M β(x) when using ea−β = ex
(ex −1)β 1−β
,
β
where x can be any strictly positive real number.
To estimate the number hist (n) of history trees for Büchi automata with
n states, the number order (m) of trees with m nodes can be estimated by 4m .
(2m−2)!
is the (m − 1)-st Catalan number [5].) The
(More precisely, order (m) = m!(m−1)!
m(x) =
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Fig. 2. Relevant Fragment of a Büchi Automaton. This ﬁgure captures all transitions for an input letter σ from the states in the history tree from Figure 1. The
double lines indicate that the states c, f , and g are ﬁnal states.

number of history trees with m nodes for a Büchi automaton with n states is the
product of the number order (m) of ordered trees with m nodes and functions
from the set of n states onto the set of m nodes (if the root is mapped to all states
of A), plus the functions the automata states to a set with (m + 1) elements.
Together with the estimation from above, we can numerically estimate




hist (n) ∈ sup O m(x) · 4β(x) ⊂ o (1.65 n)n .
x>0

3.2

History Transitions

For a given nondeterministic Büchi automaton A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ), history tree
T, l, and input letter σ ∈ Σ, we construct the σ-successor T, 
l of T, l in
four steps. (An example transition for the history tree shown in Figure 1 for the
σ-transition of an automaton A shown in Figure 2 is described in Figures 3–6.)
In a ﬁrst step (shown in Figure 3), we construct the labelled tree T  , l : T  →
Q
2  such that
– τ ∈ T  ⊃ T is a node of T  if, and only if, τ ∈ T is in T or τ = τ  · degT (τ  )
is formed by appending the degree degT (τ  ) of a node τ  ∈ T in T to τ  ,
– 
the label l (τ ) = δ(l(τ ), σ) of an old node τ ∈ T is the set δ(l(τ ), σ) =
q∈l(τ ) δ(q, σ) of σ-successors of the states in the label of τ , and
– the label l (τ · degT (τ  )) = δ(l(τ ), σ) ∩ F of a new node τ · degT (τ ) is the set
of final σ-successors of the states in the label of τ .
After this step, each old node is labelled with the σ-successors of the states
in its old label, and every old node τ has spawned a new sibling τ  = τ · deg(τ ),
which is labelled with the ﬁnal states l (τ  ) = l (τ )∩F in the label of its parent τ .
The new tree is not necessarily a history tree: (1) nodes may be labelled with
an empty set (like node 000 of Figure 3), (2) the labels of siblings do not need to
be disjoint (f and g are, for example, in the intersection of the labels of nodes
2 and 3 in Figure 3), and (3) the union of the children’s labels do not need to
form a proper subset of their parent’s label (the union of the labels of node 20
and 21, for example, equals the label of node 2 in Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. First Step of the History Transition. This ﬁgure shows the tree resulting
from the history tree of Figure 1 for the Büchi automaton and transition from Figure 2
alter the ﬁrst step of the history transition. Every node of the tree from Figure 3 has
spawned a new child, whose label may be empty (like the label of node 10) if no ﬁnal
state is reachable upon the read input letter from any state in the label of the parent
node. (States printed in red are deleted from the respective label in the second step.)
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Fig. 4. Second Step of the History Transition. This ﬁgure shows the labelled tree
that results from the second step of the history transition. the states from the labels of
the tree shown in Figure 3 that also occur in the label of an older sibling (like the state
f from the old label of the node 21) or in the label of an older sibling of an ancestor of
the node (like the state d from the old label of the node 10) are deleted from the label.
In this tree, the labels of the siblings are pairwise disjoint, but may be empty, and the
union of the label of the children of a node are not required to form a proper subset of
their parent’s label. (The nodes colour coded red are deleted in the third step.)
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Fig. 5. Third Step of the History Transition. The nodes with (a) an empty label
(nodes 000, 02, 1, 10 and 3 from the tree shown in Figure 4) and (b) the descendants of
nodes whose children’s labels decomposed their own label (nodes 010, 20, 200 and 21)
have been deleted from the tree. The labels of the siblings are pairwise disjoint, and
form a proper subset of their parent’s label, but the tree is not order closed. The nodes
that are renamed when establishing order closedness in the ﬁnal step are depicted in
red. Node 01 is the only accepting node (indicated by the double line): Its siblings have
been removed due to (b), and, diﬀerent to node 2, node 01 is stable.

In the second step, property (2) is re-established. We construct the tree
T  , l : T  → 2Q , where l is inferred from l by removing all states in the
label of a node τ  = τ · i and all its descendants if it appears in the label l (τ · j)
of an older sibling (j < i). In Figure 3, the states that are deleted by this rule are
depicted in red, and the tree resulting from this deletion is shown in Figure 4.
Properties (1) and (3) are re-established in the third transformation step. In
this step, we construct the tree T  , l : T  → 2Q  by (a) removing all nodes τ
with an empty label l (τ ) = ∅, and (b) removing all descendants of nodes whose
label is disintegrated by the labels of its descendants from T  . (We use l in spite
of the type mismatch, strictly speaking we should use its restriction to T  .) The
part of the tree that is deleted during the third step is depicted in red in Figure 4,
and the tree resulting from this transformation step is shown in Figure 5.
We call the greatest preﬁx and order closed subset of T  the set of stable
nodes and the stable nodes whose descendants have been deleted due to rule (b)
accepting. In Figure 5, the unstable node 2 is depicted in red, and the accepting
leaf 01 is marked by a double line. (Note that only leaves can be accepting.)
The tree resulting from this transformation satisﬁes the properties (1)–(3),
but it is no longer order closed. The tree from Figure 5, for example, has a
node 2, but no node 1. In order to obtain a proper history tree, the order
closedness is re-established in the ﬁnal step of the transformation. We construct
the σ-successor T, 
l : T → 2Q  {∅} of T, l by “compressing” T  to a an
order closed tree, using the compression function comp : T  → ω ∗ that maps
the empty word ε to ε, and τ · i to comp(τ ) · j, where j = |{k < i | τ · k ∈ T  }| is
the number of older siblings of τ · i. For this function comp : T  → ω ∗ , we simply
set T = {comp(τ ) | τ ∈ T  } and 
l(comp(τ )) = l (τ ) for all τ ∈ T  . The nodes
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Fig. 6. Final Step of the History Transition. The history tree that results from the
complete history transition, has the shape and labelling of the tree from Figure 5, but
the former node 2 has been renamed to 1 in order to re-establishing order closedness.

that are renamed during this step are exactly those which are unstable. In our
example transformation this is node 2 (depicted in red in Figure 5).
Figure 6 shows the σ-successor for the history tree of Figure 1 and an automaton with σ-transitions as shown in Figure 2.
3.3

Deterministic Acceptance Mechanism

For a nondeterministic Büchi automaton A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ), we call the history
tree T0 , l0  = {ε}, ε → I that contains only the empty word and maps it to
the initial states I of A the initial history tree.
For an input word α : ω → Σ we call the sequence T0 , l0 , T1 , l1 , . . . of
history trees that start with the initial history tree T0 , l0  and where, for every
i ∈ ω, Ti , li  is followed by α(i)-successor Ti+1 , li+1  the history trace or α. A
node τ in the history tree Ti+1 , li+1  is called stable or accepting, respectively,
if it is stable or accepting in the α(i)-transition from Ti , li  to Ti+1 , li+1 .
Proposition 1. An ω-word α is accepted by a nondeterministic Büchi automaton A if, and only if, there is a node τ ∈ ω ∗ such that τ is eventually always
stable and always eventually accepting in the history trace of α.
Proof. For the “if” direction, let τ ∈ ω ∗ be a node that is eventually always stable
and always eventually accepting, and let i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an ascending chain
of indices such that τ is stable for the α(j)-transitions from Tj , lj  to Tj+1 , lj+1 
for all j ≥ i0 , and accepting for the α(i − 1)-transition from Ti−1 , li−1  to Ti , li 
for all indices i in the chain.
By deﬁnition of the σ-transitions, for every j ∈ ω, the finite automaton Aj =
(Σ, Q, lij (τ ), δ, F ) has, for every state q ∈ lij+1 (τ ), a run ρqj on the ﬁnite word
α(ij )α(ij+1 )α(ij+2 ) . . . α(ij+1 − 1) that contains an accepting state and ends
in q. Also, A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ) read as a ﬁnite automaton has, for every state
q ∈ li0 (τ ), a run ρq on the ﬁnite word α(0)α(1)α(2) . . . α(i0 − 1) that ends in q.
Let us ﬁx such runs, and deﬁne a tree T ⊆ Q∗ that contains, besides the empty
word and the initial states, a node iq0 of length 2 if q0 is in lij+1 (τ ) and i is the
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ﬁrst letter of ρq0 , and a node iq0 q1 q2 . . . qk qk+1 of length k +1 > 2 if iq0 q1 q2 . . . qk
q
is in T , qk+1 is in lik+1 (n) and qk is the ﬁrst letter of ρkk+1 . By construction, T
is an inﬁnite tree with ﬁnite branching degree, and therefore contains an inﬁnite
path iq0 q1 q2 . . . by König’s Lemma. By construction, ρq0 ρq01 ρq12 . . . is a run of A
on α that visits some accepting state inﬁnitely many times.
To demonstrate the “only if” direction, let us ﬁx an accepting run, ρ = q0 q1 . . .
of A on an input word α. Then we can deﬁne the sequence ϑ = τ0 τ1 . . . of
nodes such that, for the history trace T0 , l0 , T1 , l1 , . . ., τi is the host node of
qi ∈ li (τi ) for the history tree Ti , li . Let l be the shortest length |τi | of these
nodes that occurs inﬁnitely many times.
It is easy to see that the initial sequence of length l of the nodes in ϑ eventually
stabilises: Let i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . be an inﬁnite ascending chain of indices such
that the length |τj | ≥ l of the j-th node is not smaller than l for all j ≥ i0 , and
equal to l = |τi | for all indices i ∈ {i0 , i1 , i2 , . . .} in this chain. This implies that
τi0 , τi1 , τi2 , . . . is a descending chain when the single nodes τi are compared by
lexicographic order, and hence almost all τi := π are equal. This also implies
that π is eventually always stable.
Let us assume that π is accepting only ﬁnitely many times. Then we can
chose an index i from the chain i0 < i1 < i2 < . . . such that τj = π holds for all
indices j ≥ i, and π is not accepting for any j ≥ i. (Note that every time the
length of τj is reduced to l, τj is unstable, which we excluded, or accepting, which
violates the assumption.) But now we can pick an index i > i such that qi ∈ F
together with τi = π, implies that π is accepting for
is a ﬁnal state, which,
Ti −1 , li −1 , α(i − 1), Ti , li  . (Note that qi is in the label of π · degTi −1 (π)
in the labelled tree Ti −1 , li −1  resulting from the ﬁrst step of the σ-transition
of history trees.) 



4

From Nondeterministic Büchi Automata to
Deterministic Rabin Automata

In this section, we discuss three determinisation procedures for nondeterministic Büchi automata. First we observe that the acceptance mechanism from the
previous section already describes a deterministic automaton with a Rabin condition, but the Rabin condition is on the transitions. This provides us with the
ﬁrst corollary:
Corollary 1. For a given nondeterministic Büchi automaton with n states, we
can construct a deterministic Rabin transition3 automaton with o (1.65 n)n
states and 2n − 1 accepting pairs that recognises the language L(A) of A.


3

A transition automaton records the history of transitions in addition to the history of
states. For such a history of transitions, we can translate the acceptance condition
1 : 1 by using the nodes as index set, and (Aτ , Rτ ) where Aτ are the transitions
where τ is accepting, and Rτ are the transitions where τ is unstable as Rabin pairs.
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To see that the number of accepting pairs is bounded by 2n − 1, note that the
labels of siblings are disjoint, and that the label of every node contains a state
not in the label of any of its children. Thus, the number of ancestors and their
older siblings of every node is strictly smaller than n. Thus, a node i0 i1 i2 . . . in
can be represented by a sequence of i0 0’s followed by a 1, followed by i1 0’s and
so on, such that every node that can be accepting is representable by a sequence
of strictly less than n 0’s and 1’s.
There are two obvious ways to transform an automaton with a Rabin condition
on the transitions to an automaton with Rabin conditions on the states. The
ﬁrst option is to “postpone” the transitions by one step. The new states are
(with the exception of one dedicated initial state q0 ) pairs, consisting of a state
of the transition automaton and the input letter read in the previous round.
Thus, if the deterministic Rabin transition automaton has the run ρ on an input
word α, then the resulting
ordinary
Rabin automaton has the run
 
  deterministic

ρ = q0 , ρ(0), α(0) , ρ(1), α(1) , ρ(2), α(2) , . . ..
Corollary 2. For a given nondeterministic Büchi automaton A with n states
over an alphabet with
 l letters, we can construct a deterministic Rabin automaton
with l · o (1.65 n)n states and 2n − 1 accepting pairs that recognises the language
L(A) of A.


Given that the alphabets tend to be small in practice — in particular compared
to (1.65 n)n — a blow-up linear in the alphabet size is usually acceptable. How2
ever, an alphabet may, in principle, have up to 2n distinguishable letters, and
the imposed bound is not very good for extremely large alphabets. (Two letters
σ1 and σ2 can be considered equivalent or indistinguishable for a Büchi automaton A = (Σ, Q, I, δ, F ) if δ(q, σ1 ) = δ(q, σ2 ) holds true for all states q ∈ Q of
the automaton A.) As an alternative to preserving one input letter in the statespace, we enrich the history trees with information about which node of the
resulting tree was accepting or unstable in the third step of the transition.
To estimate the number of diﬀerent enriched history trees with n nodes, we
have to take into account that the unstable and accepting nodes are not arbitrarily distributed over the tree: Only leaves can be accepting, and if a node of
the tree in unstable, then all of its descendants and all of its younger siblings
are unstable, too. Furthermore, only stable nodes can be accepting and the root
cannot be unstable. (An unstable root implies that the Büchi automaton has
no run for this word. Instead of allowing for an unstable root, we use a partial
transition function.)
The number eOrder (n) of ordered trees enriched with this information can be
recursively computed using the following case distinction: If the eldest child 0 of
the root is unstable, then all nodes but the root are unstable. Hence, the number
(2n−2)!
. For the case that the eldest child 0
of trees of this form is order (n) = n!(n−1)!
of the root is stable, there are eOrder (n − 1) trees where the size of the sub-tree
rooted in 0 is n − 1, and eOrder (i) · eOrder (n − i) trees where the sub-tree rooted
in 0 contains i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 2} nodes. (Every tree can be uniquely deﬁned by the
tree rooted in 0, and the remaining tree. The special treatment of the case that
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0 has no younger siblings is due to the fact that the root cannot be accepting if
it has a child.) Thus, we have eOrder (1) = 2 (as a leaf, the root can be accepting
or stable but not accepting), and
eOrder (n) = eOrder (n − 1) + order (n) +

n−2


eOrder (i)eOrder (n − 1)

i=1

for n ≥ 2. A numerical analysis4 of this sequence shows that eOrder (n) < 6.738n .
This allows for an estimation of the number eHist(n) of enriched history trees
for a Büchi automaton with n states similar to the estimation of the number
hist (n) of history trees:




eHist (n) ∈ sup O m(x) · 6.738β(x) ⊂ o (2.66 n)n .
x>0

Corollary 3. Given a nondeterministic Büchi automaton
 A with n states, we
can construct a deterministic Rabin automaton with o (2.66 n)n states and
2n − 1 accepting pairs that recognises the language L(A) of A.



5

From Nondeterministic Büchi Automata to
Deterministic Parity Automata

From a practical point of view, it is often preferable to trade state-space for simpler acceptance conditions. Algorithms that solve Rabin games, for example, are
usually exponential in the index, while the index of the constructions discussed
in the previous sections is exponential in the size to the Büchi automaton we
want to determinise.
While a reasonable index has been a side product of previous determinisation
techniques [3,4,5], the smaller state-spaces resulting from the determinisation
techniques discussed in Sections 3 and 4 are partly paid for by a higher index.
Traditional techniques for the transformation of Muller and Rabin or Streett
to parity acceptance conditions use later [19] and index appearance records [4],
respectively. However, using index (or later) appearance records would result in
an exponential blow-up of the state-space, and hence in a doubly exponential
construction. We therefore introduce the later introduction record as a record
tailored for ordered trees.
A later introduction record (LIR) stores the order in which the nodes of the
ordered trees have been introduced. For an ordered tree T with m nodes, a later
introduction record is a sequence τ1 , τ2 , . . . τm that contains the nodes of T , such
that every node appears after its parent and older siblings.
To analyse the eﬀect of adding a later introduction record to a history tree
on the state-space, we slightly change the representation: We represent the tree
structure of a tree with m nodes and its later introduction record by a sequence
4 eOrder (n+1)
eOrder (n)

is growing, and

 eOrder (n+1) 
eOrder (n)

1+

2
n



is falling for growing n ≥ 2.
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of m − 1 integers i2 , i3 , . . . im , such that ij points to the position < j of the
parent of node τj in the later introduction record τ1 , τ2 , . . . τm . (The root τ1 has
no parent.) There are (m − 1)! such sequences.
The labelling function of a history tree T, l whose root is labelled with
the complete set Q of states of the Büchi automaton can be represented by a
function from Q onto {1, . . . , m} that maps each state q ∈ Q to the positions
of its host node in the LIR. Let t(n, m) denote the number of trees and later
introduction record pairs for such history trees with m nodes and n = |Q| states
in the label of the root. First, t(n, n) = (n − 1)!n! holds: There are (n − 1)!
ordered-tree / LIR pairs, and n! functions from a set with n elements onto itself.
1
5
For
n every m ≤ n, a coarse estimation provides t(n, m − 1) ≤ 2 t(n, m). Hence,
i=1 t(n, i) ≤ 2(n − 1)!n!.
Likewise, the labelling function of a history tree T, l whose root is labelled
with the complete set Q of states of the Büchi automaton can be represented by
a function from Q onto {1, . . . , m} that maps each state q ∈ Q to the positions
of its host node in the LIR, or to 0 if the state is not in the label of the root. Let
t (n, m) denote the number of history tree / LIR pairs for such history trees with
m nodes for a Büchi automaton with n states. We have t (n, n − 1) = (n − 2)!n!
and, by an argument similar to the one used in the
analysis of t, we also have

t (n, m − 1) ≤ 12 t (n, m) for every m < n, and hence n−1
i=1 t (n, i) ≤ 2(n − 2)!n!.
Proposition 2. For a given nondeterministic Büchi automaton A with n states,
we can build a deterministic parity automaton with O(n!2 ) states and 2n priorities that recognises the language L(A) of A.
Proof. We construct a deterministic parity automaton, whose states consist of
the history tree / LIR pairs, and an explicitly represented priority. The priority
is determined by the position i of the ﬁrst node in the previous LIR that is either
unstable or accepting in the σ-transition: If it is accepting, the priority is 2i, if it
is unstable, the priority is 2i − 1. If no node is unstable or accepting, the priority
2
is 2n + 1. The
 automaton
 has at most the priorities {2, 3, . . . , 2n + 1} and O(n! )
states — O (n − 1)!n! history tree / LIR pairs times 2n priorities.
Let α be a word in the language L(A) of A. Then there is by Proposition 1 a
node τ that is always eventually accepting and eventually always stable in the
history tree, and will hence eventually always remain in the same position p in
the LIR and be stable. (A stable node can only move further to the front of
the LIR, which can only happen ﬁnitely many times.) From that time onward,
no node with a smaller position p < p is deleted (this would result τ to move
further to the front of the record), nor is the node τ on position p unstable.
Hence, no odd number < 2p occurs inﬁnitely many times. Also from that time
5

If we connect functions by letting a function g from Q onto {1, . . . , m − 1} be the
successor of a function f from Q onto {1, . . . , m} if there is an index i ∈ {1, . . . , m−1}
such that g(q) = i if f (q) = m and g(q) = f (q) otherwise, then the functions onto m
have (m−1) successors, while every function onto m−1 has at least two predecessors.
, while
Hence, the number of labelling functions growth at most by a factor of m−1
2
the number of ordered tree / LIR pairs is reduced by a factor of m − 1.
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onward, the node τ is accepting inﬁnitely many times, which results in visiting
a priority ≤ 2p by our prioritisation rule. Hence the smallest number occurring
inﬁnitely many times is even.
Let, on the other hand, 2i be the dominating priority of the run of our deterministic parity automaton. Then eventually no lower priority than 2i appears,
which implies that all positions ≤ i remain unchanged in the LIR, and the respective nodes remain stable from that time onward. Also, the node that is from
that time onward on position i is accepting inﬁnitely many times, which implies
by Proposition 1 that α is in the language L(A) of A.


While the separation of concerns does not generate the same theoretical beneﬁt
with respect to state-space reduction when we construct parity automata instead
of Rabin automata, the practical advantage might be comparable. While the
update rule for history trees is strict, the update rule for LIR’s is much less so:
The only property of LIR updates used in the proof of Proposition 2 is that
the position of accepting positions is reduced, and strictly reduced if there was
an unstable node on a smaller position of the previous LIR. This leaves much
leeway for updating the LIR — any update that satisﬁes this constraint will do.
Usually only a fragment of the state-space is reachable, and determinisation
algorithms tend to construct the state-space of the automaton on the ﬂy. The
simplest way to exploit the leeway in the update rule for LIR’s is to check if
there is a suitable LIR such that a state with an appropriate history tree / LIR
pair has already been constructed. If this is the case, then we can, depending
on the priority of that state, turn to this state or construct a new state that
diﬀers only in the priority, which allows us to ignore the new state in the further
expansion of the state-space. It is my belief that such a nondeterministic determinisation procedure will result in a signiﬁcant state-space reduction compared
to any deterministic rule.
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